FIVE ALL-NEW MYSTERIES FROM THE WORLD’S MOST ADVENTUROUS REPORTER!

SPECIAL WEB PREVIEW
RUDOLPH’S REVENGE

When Paula’s arch-enemy returns, no one can be trusted. Even her closest friends become tools of payback in a twisted scheme of ruthless manipulation!
PERILOUS DESCENT

A CORRUPT CITY COUNCILMAN Hires A HITMAN TO ELIMINATE Paula Peril, Bound And Gagged In A BOoby-TRAPPED Elevator - Will She Escape Alive?
THE CASQUE OF ARMANELLO

A MYSTERIOUS RECLUSE CALLS ON PAULA TO INVESTIGATE GHOSTLY SIGHTINGS AT HIS HISTORIC MANSION. BEFORE LONG IT’S THE OVER-EAGER REPORTER WHO’S FIGHTING FOR HER LIFE!
PAULA GOES UNDERCOVER AS A POLICE CADET TO INVESTIGATE A GUN SMUGGLING OPERATION AT THE ACADEMY. THE SMUGGLERS GET THE JUMP ON HER, AND REVEAL THEIR PLANS TO SILENCE HER FOR GOOD!
CONDEMNED

CAPTURED BY CARLEONI’S RUTHLESS THUGS, PAULA IS BOUND AND BLIND-FOLDED, ALONE AND HELP-LESS IN AN ABANDONED BUILDING WITH NOTHING BUT HER WITS TO SAVE HER. TIME IS RUNNING OUT!
COLLECT EVERY ONE OF HER COMIC BOOK ADVENTURES!

The world's sexiest investigative reporter comes to life in the popular peril-packed series from creator James Watson. Each full-length comic is available for download in PDF format or in limited-edition print editions (quantities are limited)! Paula “Peril” Perillo takes on the toughest stories, taking on villainous mobsters and supernatural evil on her daily beat.

PAULA PERIL COMICS - DOWNLOADS AVAILABLE
www.atlantisstudios.net/store